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Introduction 

Ultrasound imaging has numerous outstanding advantages recognized by medical 

professionals throughout a wide range of specialities. However, one of its most versatile 

features continues to be the capability to visualize, in real time, a handheld needle passing 

through layers of muscles, fat and organs on its way to a target – decided by you - deep inside 

the body. Interventional ultrasound as a modality was introduced to clinical medicine in the 

late sixties and early seventies, and since then the number of applications has been constantly 

increasing [1]. No other imaging modality can compete with ultrasound when it comes to 

degree of freedom regarding the puncture route and thereby optimize the possibility of placing 

the needle correctly in the target and at the same time minimizing the risk of complications 

[1-5]. 

The applications of interventional ultrasound are countless but can be divided into two major 

groups: Diagnostic and therapeutic intervention. Diagnostic interventions include biopsy of 

solid tissue, aspiration of fluid and instillation of diagnostic material such as for instance 

contrast agents through a catheter. Therapeutic interventions comprise drainage of fluid 

collections like ascites, pleural and pericardial effusions, lymphoceles and abscesses, 

tubulation of hollow organs as in nephrostomy, gastrostomy and cholecystostomy and tissue 

ablation by means of heat, frost or radiation. 
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Regardless of the purpose of the intervention the principles of ultrasound guidance remains 

the same and can be described as either the “needle guide” or the “free hand” technique. This 

article describes the basic principles. 

Ultrasound guidance technique 

For the inexperienced user it is advisable to practice the technique on a biopsy phantom 

before doing interventional procedures on patients, even if the first procedures are performed 

under supervision of an experienced colleague [6]. A biopsy phantom can be acquired from 

manufacturers of ultrasound equipment or it can simply be made of a suspension of gelatine in 

a small container filled with “biopsy targets” such as grapes or other small organic items (Fig. 

1).  

 
Figure 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 1 Biopsy phantom Left Box with gelatine and a grape. Two dimensional 
scanplane of US transducer indicated with gray. Right When transducer is moved to 
visualize grape, it becomes a perfect biopsy target. 
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For a good understanding of the fundamental principle it is furthermore recommended to start 

doing interventions utilizing a needle guide to familiarize one self with working the needle 

with one hand while controlling the transducer - and thereby the scan plane - with the other 

hand [7]. The two hands are not supposed to work independently but on the contrary are to 

work in a synergy, as were they one piece of equipment. A needle guide is a dedicated device, 

purpose-made to fit a specific transducer or set of transducers in a way that makes an 

electronically displayed puncture line on the monitor correspond with the actual path a needle 

or catheter will take when introduced through the needle canal on the guide (Fig. 2).  

 

Needle guides are either sterilized disposable utensils or reusable devices that need to be 

sterilized between procedures. Using a needle guide provides safer control of the needle 

during insertion, but it is on the cost of lesser flexibility of needle manipulation and limited 

degree of freedom regarding puncture direction.  

The transducer produces two-dimensional images of the scanned object. The need to consider 

the third dimension, i.e. the orthogonal plane, is eliminated as the guide will keep the needle 

in the scan plane. The transducer is moved over the area of interest until the scan sector 

traverses the target, which is then visualized on the scan monitor (Fig. 2).  

Pressing the needle guide button on the scanner displays the puncture line which appears on 

the monitor. The transducer is then moved until the puncture line goes through the target 

which implies that a needle inserted through the attached needle guide will eventually also be 

able to hit the target. The point where the needle will penetrate the skin is marked and local 

anaesthesia is applied if needed. The needle guide is mounted on the transducer and 

depending on the size of the device to be inserted a small skin incision may be necessary. The 

planned intervention can now be performed and if necessary consecutive needle passes can be 

made through the same incision. 
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Figure 2 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2“Needle guide technique Top left Needle guide attached to transducer and 
needle inserted. This particular guide has 3 different puncture angels: “horizontal”, 
“vertical” and “in between”. Image shows “horizontal” angel. Bottom left 
Ultrasound image displaying all 3 puncturelines is superimposed on picture of 
transducer to show how the needle follows the predetermined angel. In this case the 
guide is set to the “in between” angel. Top right  Ultrasound image of biopsy 
phantom with grape. None of the 3 possible needle paths goes through the target. 
Bottom right Ultrasound image illustrating that transducer has been moved to allow 
a needle to be inserted through puncture line “vertical” to hit the target.  
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With the “free hand” technique there is no physical connection between needle and transducer 

and thus no limitations exist regarding point of needle insertion or angel of puncture. There is 

no puncture line on the monitor and the needle may be inserted from any direction parallel or 

perpendicular to the scanning plane, whichever solution is most suitable according to the 

situation at hand (Fig. 3). However, Only that particular part of the needle, which is in the 

scan plane, can be seen on the monitor. This implies that usually the entire needle shaft should 

be visualized on the ultrasound image if the needle is inserted from the end of the transducer 

parallel to the scan plan, whereas, with a needle insertion from the side of the transducer 

perpendicular to the scan plane the needle is only seen as a single or double dot at the point 

where it traverses the scan plane. This makes it technically more delicate - and sometimes 

difficult - to perform a perpendicular “free hand” procedure. If the full path of the needle is 

not visualized care should be taken that the needle does not traverse any structures that may 

cause complications. 

Some interventionalists will speak strongly in favour of either the “free hand” or the “needle 

guide” technique and disregard the other. In our opinion this is a wrong attitude. Both the 

“needle guide” and the “free hand“ techniques are excellent tools but like everything else in 

life also both have their advantages and drawbacks. When performing biopsy of a small lesion 

seated deep in the liver a needle guide is the obvious choice but if the target is a large 

superficial lesion the “free hand” technique may be just as safe and in addition quicker to use. 

If the lesion is not only superficial but also small and furthermore placed in a region difficult 

to access with full contact between transducer and skin – e.g., a lymph node in the 

supraclavicular region – the free hand technique may be the only option (physically there may 

not be room for the needle guide or it may be impossible to make the puncture line go through 

the lesion). Nephrostomy with Seldinger technique, on the other hand, is an example where 

the needle guide may be useful also for supporting the needle during guide wire insertion. 

Thus, generally speaking, the two techniques should not be looked on as conflicting with each 

other but rather as potential alternatives depending on the situation at hand.  
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Figure 3 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3  Free hand technique. Top left  Oblique needle insertion in the correct 
scanning plane. Top right Ultrasound image of biopsy phantom with needle on its 
way towards grape. Entire needle shaft visualised. Bottom left Oblique needle 
insertion perpendicular to scanning plane. Bottom right Ultrasound image of grape 
in puncture phantom with needle tip inside grape. Notice that needle is only visualised 
as a white dot when it traverses the scanning plane, and one must be sure this dot 
does represent the needle tip before biopsy is taken. 
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Patient preparation and information 

The literature on interventional ultrasound traditionally distinguishes relatively sharply 

between fine needle and coarse needle interventions with respect to preparation and follow up 

of the patient undergoing a procedure. Our knowledge of complications arising from 

interventional ultrasound is built on this distinction. The reasons for this may not be evidence 

based medical practice, but since most of the data accumulated till now relates to this 

somewhat arbitrary definition so should medical personnel, at least until substantial new 

evidence is published.  

A fine needle is defined as a needle with an outer diameter less than 1 mm and in 

consequence of this any needle with a diameter equal to or more than 1 mm is defined as a 

coarse needle.  

Information to the patient prior to an interventional procedure as well as preparation and 

follow up depends on the size of the needle and the nature of the procedure i.e., if it is a 

simple fine needle aspiration or a case of RF ablation. Specific guidelines for every case 

cannot be given but below we will give some of the recommendations we have used for a 

number of years. There may be minor differences between hospitals in the same region and 

actually the guidelines in different countries could differ substantially from each other, and 

thus also from those referred to herein. One should always follow the guidelines adopted by 

the employing institution or national society, or have the guidelines changed before practising 

any differences.  

In most institutions in Scandinavia, as a general rule, a fine needle biopsy - whether it is a fine 

needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) for cytologic evaluation or a fine needle core biopsy 

(FNCB) for histological evaluation - is done without requiring any biochemically tests or 

having blood available for transfusion. The patient need not be fasting and post-procedural 

observation is not required, which implies that the procedure can be done on an out-patient 

basis. Pre-medication is not required and the biopsy may be done in local anaesthesia or 

perhaps even without anaesthesia in the case of a simple FNAB with one or two needle 

passes. The patient is informed orally or in writing in accordance with medical legislation 

about the nature of the procedure and the possible discomfort related to it i.e. a needle is 

inserted through the skin into the lesion, which may or may not cause minor pain. 

Importantly, the patient is also informed of the potential risk of complications and how to 
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react in case of unexpected symptoms. In some countries for instance Italy most institutions 

mandatorily request recent blood coagulation tests prior to any interventional procedure 

involving deep organs 

Patients with known coagulation disorders, patients suspected of having a higher risk of 

bleeding or other conditions predisposing to complications require more restrictive guidelines. 

This category of patients, aside from coagulative disease, includes patients on anticoagulative 

medication and chemotherapy, patients with large liver metastases or cholestasis and other 

causes for liver malfunction. In our institutions the guidelines in such cases for a long time 

has been: In-hospital patients, fasting for 6 hours, lab tests on coagulative system less than 3 

days old with INR < 1.5 and thrombocyte counts > 40,000 per microliter and 6 hours post-

procedural observation, but we are aware that a variation of the these rules are used and none 

of the recommendations appear to be evidence based.  

If these laboratory criteria are not fulfilled and the procedure is deemed critical to the patients 

care we suggest the administration of 3 portions of thrombocytes or freshly frozen plasma to 

correct the coagulation parameter in question. The 3 portions should be administered as one 

before, one during and one after the procedure. 

For the sake of simplicity these recommendations could also apply to patients undergoing 

coarse needle biopsy (CNB) or procedures requiring the use of large catheters or other 

utensils.  

In a guideline for liver biopsy (whether image guided or not) published in 1999 it was 

recommended that the prothrombin time (or INR) and platelet count should be checked prior 

to the biopsy (preferably within 24 hours), but the current data gave no clear consensus as to 

exact values of the laboratory data at which the biopsy should not be performed [8]. An 

increasing number of liver biopsies for diffuse liver disease now seems to be performed 

guided by ultrasound [9-10]. Whether biopsy should be performed in in-patients or out-

patient, and which type of needle should be used is on ongoing debate in the literature [11-

13]. 

Most procedures can be performed in local anaesthesia and without sedation. Some patients 

may be so nervous that sedation or even general anaesthesia is required. Prolonged or 

complicated cases like for instance most RF ablations are best carried out under some sort of 

general anaesthesia or conscious sedation because the patient has to lie still in the same 

position for a long time.  
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Complications 

According to the available literature of large surveys and institutional studies the overall risk 

of major complications, defined as those complications inducing a significant worsening of 

the clinical condition and/or requiring substantial care (e. g., blood transfusion, resuscitation, 

surgery) with delayed hospital discharge or renewed hospitalization, is between 0.05% to 

0.23% [14,15].  

For abdominal biopsies the mortality rates range from 0.001% to 0.038% in large surveys 

[14,15]. Cases of death have been reported after biopsy of every abdominal organ, but the 

highest complication rates and mortality rates are reported after hepatic or pancreatic biopsies 

[14]. In a multicentre study of spleen biopsy the major complication rate was less than 1% 

[16]. 

Tumour seeding is a somewhat controversial subject [17]. Several casuistic reports have been 

published which may leave the reader with the impression of a fairly frequent and potentially 

dangerous complication. Because of the problems with getting complete follow-up the actual 

number is difficult to determine. In a review of 8 large studies the incidence varied between 

0.003% and 0.036% [15]. It therefore appears that tumour seeding is rare with a frequency 

comparable to that of other major complication and this minimal risk obviously must be 

weighed against the major gain in patient treatment obtained by achieving a biopsy.  

Minor complication such as prolonged pain or discomfort, haematoma formation or minor 

infection may occur with a higher frequency and should be dealt with according to the 

severity of the symptoms. 

Sterility 

All interventional procedures should be performed in accordance with the rules of sterility but 

not all cases need full draping and transducer cover to comply with this concept. A simple 

FNAB or diagnostic fluid aspiration done with “free hand” technique can be completed 

without the transducer ever touching the needle. With the transducer in place over the area of 

interest, the chosen site of skin puncture is cleaned of superfluous gel and sterilized with 

alcohol. The needle now can be directed to the target without contact with the transducer, but 

still under full ultrasound guidance. Cases involving multiple needle passes or catheter 

placement, or cases otherwise more “complicated” and all cases performed with the “needle 

guide” technique in many institutions require draping of the patient, use of sterile ultrasound 

gel and sterile transducer surface either obtained using a sterile transducer cover or by soaking 
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the entire transducer in disinfective fluid before the intervention. Care should be taken not to 

do FNAC directly through gel to avoid confusing gel dots on the microscope slide. For 

procedures involving the use of several utensils a sterile draped working table is needed (Fig. 

4). 

Figure 4 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4  Sterility. Top left Transducer with sterile cover. Top right Transducer 
soaked in alcohol. Bottom left Working table with sterile draping and utensils. 
Bottom right Skin disinfection and one piece of sterile draping are sufficient for a 
free handed FNAB. Full draping is recommended for procedures involving several 
utensils like a Seldinger nephrostomy. 
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Diagnostic applications 

Fine needle biopsy often is indicated when a solid lesion of unknown origin is discovered. If 

the patient has a history of cancer it usually is sufficient with a FNAB to demonstrate the 

presence of metastatic deposit. This can be performed with a simple 0.8 mm needle of the 

same kind used for intramuscular injection. These are available in different lengths and using 

“free hand” technique and a 10 cm needle most lesions in the upper abdomen can be reached 

(Fig. 5) and a diagnostic aspirate for cytological evaluation obtained with one or two needle 

passes. The intramuscular needle is mounted on a 10 cc syringe and once the needle tip is 

seen inside the lesion the needle is gently moved forth and back while at the same time 

suction is applied by retracting the plunger on the syringe with the thump or index finger. It 

has, however, been suggested that moving the needle back and forth may increase the amount 

of blood in the sample and in a situation where an initial aspiration yields too much blood, a 

technique of holdning the needle still but applying suction repeatedly 3 or 4 times may be 

tried. After tissue sampling the syringe is loosened from the needle, filled with a few cc of air, 

mounted back on the needle and the air pressed through the needle to allow the aspirate inside 

the needle to be deposited on a mounting glass for air drying or fixating before further 

processing by the pathologist.        Figure 5    

 

 
Figure 5  FNAB with intramuscular needle. Left Large liver metastasis. Good needle 
monitoring. Right Needle tip visualized in centre of 1 cm liver metastasis. Unless 
patient is very cooperative “needle guide” technique is recommended when target is 
small and seated deeply. 
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If a needle of greater length is required it may be necessary with an outer needle (e.g., 1.2 

mm) to stabilize the thinner biopsy needle during tissue sampling and it is, therefore, also 

most convenient to use the “needle guide” technique. With the guide mounted on the 

transducer a 1.2 mm lumbar needle with stylet in is introduced through the skin, subcutis and 

abdominal wall muscle layer, but usually not into the organ where the target is seated. The 

stylet is removed and the fine needle is introduced through the outer 1.2 mm lumbar needle 

into the lesion. With this coaxial technique several needle passes including FNCB may be 

performed through one single skin puncture. Regarding the puncture route a fine needle can 

safely be inserted through organs overlying the target like the liver, the spleen [15] or bowel 

loops (Fig. 6), but it is recommended to check the chosen needle path with colour Doppler 

before the biopsy is actually performed to avoid larger vascular structures (Fig. 7).  

Also, it should be ensured that the needle does not pass through the liver or spleen too close to 

the edge to avoid accidently creating a fissure in case the organ moves due to the patient 

breathing during the procedure.  

Figure 6  Puncture route. Fine needle biopsy can safely be obtained through 
overlying organs as in this case of a “free hand” trans-splenic FNAB from an adre-
nal mass. Left Needle inserted through spleen in safe distance from the edge with 
tip just outside tumour. Right Needle tip visualised inside tumour ready for 

aspiration 
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Figure 7 
 

 
Figure 7  Colour Doppler may help to differentiate a solid mass from nearby 
vascular structures. Left Retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Right Aorta and IVC are 
easily identified with colour Doppler. A biopsy with “needle guide” technique and 
puncture line can be performed with the colour box on. 

In case the lesion is extraordinary deep seated the 0.6 mm needle may not be long enough 
because the outer needle “takes up” 10 cm of the fine needle length and one may be forced to 
introduce the outer needle into the organ that houses the target. With this scenario it is 
mandatory the stylet is put back in the outer lumbar needle and the now “loaded” lumbar needle 
introduced several cm into the organ in order to avoid scratching the capsule of the organ and 
thereby causing risk of major bleeding. Some institutions however prefer using fine needle 
and biopsy guidance device regardless of the depth of the target and by performing a quick 
insertion the problem of needle bending can be negligible.                        
If the patient does not have a history of a malignancy it is always recommended to include 
both FNCB and FNAC. A FNCB results in a regular tissue core that can be processed with 
special staining methods or immunohistological techniques which may be of great help in the 
search for the primary cancer or actually provide the exact organ diagnosis. A FNAC samples 
from a greater volume when the needle is moved forth and back during aspiration and 
therefore may have a higher retrieval rate than a core biopsy. The combination of the two thus 
is a powerful match. Local expertise regarding cytology / histopathology may also influence 
the choice of method.  
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Numerous different kinds of core biopsy devices are commercially available. Most are a 

modification of either the Tru-Cut principle whereby a tissue core is cut with the outer needle 

and sampled in a slot in the inner needle, or the Menghini principle whereby the tissue core is 

cut loose with a rotating manoeuvre and sampled into the needle by suction. Both needle 

types can be used for several needle passes in the same lesion with the tissue core being 

deposited on a piece of sterile paper before submerging in a container with fixation fluid (Fig. 

8).  

Figure 8 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8  Tru-Cut principle and biopsy gun. Top: From left to right shows a) Inner 
needle with tissue sampling slot is put forward while outer cutting needle is still “on 
hold”. During biopsy both needles move in a split second b) Needle loaded into gun 
c) Needle tip inserted through skin incision. Picture shows “free hand” procedure 
with sterile cover on transducer. 
Bottom: From left to right shows a) Index finger on trigger. “Needle guide” 
procedure with transducer sterilized by submerging in alcohol b) tissue core 
deposited on sterile paper c) paper cut with tissue core put in formalin. Needle ready 
for another biopsy.  
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Most core biopsy devices on the market are automatic or semi-automatic and the devices are 

often referred to as a “biopsy guns” due to the noise they make when sampling the tissue. 

Guided by ultrasound the needle is inserted to a point just outside the organ capsule, the 

patient is asked to hold his breath while the needle tip is advanced through the capsule and a 

few cm into the parenchyma before the “biopsy gun” is “fired” by pressing a trigger on the 

device (Fig 8). When activated the inner needle rapidly moves forward and within a fraction 

of a second the outer needle follows cutting of a tissue core and depositing it in a sampling 

slot on the inner needle. On some models the size of this sampling slot can be set to different 

lengths, usually between 1 and 2 cm, by adjusting a control on the device. Changing the 

length of the sampling slot is paralleled by a change in the length the needle tip advances 

when fired and thus enables the operator to avoid inadvertent puncture of close nearby 

structures not supposed to be hit. Other manufactures have approached this need for 

predetermining the firing length by carrying a selection of needles with fixed different sizes of 

the sampling slot. 

Both reusable and disposable devices are available and the cost may vary considerably. With the 

reusable biopsy guns the needles obviously are disposed after use, but the gun itself can be used 

with different needle sizes usually ranging from fine to coarse needles, and thus the device may 

be considered having a high degree of versatility.  

Coarse needle biopsy (CNB) obtains histological material e.g., in the diagnosis of 

parenchymal liver and kidney disease and in lymphoma (Fig. 9). Usually needles between 1.4 

and 2.0 mm are preferred. Intermediary needle size is the term sometimes used to describe the 

1.2 mm Tru-Cut type needle that has become increasingly popular. In many institutions it has 

replaced the use of both FNAB and FNCB, but per definition it is a coarse needle and 

therefore has to be handled accordingly. 
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Figure 9 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Coarse needle biopsy. Left A 2.0 mm kidney core needle biopsy 
performed with “needle guide” technique. Biopsy correctly taken near the lower 
pole to minimise risk of bleeding and increase the amount of renal cortex 
available for microscopy. Right Focal lesion in spleen, lymphoma is suspected. A 
1.2 mm core needle biopsy performed with “free hand” technique and good 
needle visualisation. 

Contrast enhanced ultrasound and biopsy guidance 

Lesions in the liver are often better delineated after contrast enhancement and contrast 

enhancement may also show lesions that were not visible before injection. Even though the 

effect of contrast enhancement is only temporary - measured in minutes - it is possible to use 

the contrast-enhanced examination as guidance.  

However multiple injections are required. One injection will be necessary to identify and 

possibly classify the lesion. During this the site for local anaesthesia can be marked. When 

everything is ready for the biopsy including the sterile draping, attachment of steering device 

for biopsy guidance and skin incision has been made a second injection is given and there will 

usually be plenty of time to perform several needle passes. 

Another useful approach is to use contrast enhancement to avoid the necrotic areas in the 

tumour and direct your biopsy at the viable (perfused) part of the tumour (Fig 9A).  

When inserting drainage catheters the position can be confirmed by injecting contrast agent 

through the catheter. An example is confirmation of positioning of a nephrostomy catheter. 
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Another example is to inject contrast agent in complicated abscesses to visualise undrained 

sections and possible fistulas. For this application only a small amount of contrast media is 

necessary and it can easily be diluted in saline. 

Figure 9A 
 

  

 
 
 

Figure 9 Huge spleen metastasis. Several negative biopsies previous. CEUS 

guided bx diagnosis mesothelioma. Top left Colour Doppler demonstrates poorly 

vascularised tissue.Top right CEUS demonstrates a small rim of enhancing and 

thus viable tissue between the big necrotic centre and the surrounding splenic 

tissue. Bottom CEUS guided biopsy from the small rim of enhancing tumor tissue 

gives the diagnosis mesothelioma metastasis. 
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EFSUMB guidelines and biopsy 

EFSUMB - The European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology –

recently published minimum training recommendations for the practice of medical ultrasound. 

Three levels of competencies are described for several areas relating to different medical 

specialities, level 3 being the expert level. In the appendix about gastroenterological 

ultrasound only simple biopsies (for parenchymal liver disease) are described in level 1, 

whereas biopsy of focal liver lesions, drainage of fluid collections and tumour ablation are 

described in relation to level 2 [18]. 

Therapeutic applications 

Drainage of fluid collections like ascites and pleural effusion in most cases are easily and 

safely performed by inserting a one-step catheter under ultrasound guidance. Catheters may 

be pig-tail, have an internal string for internal loop fixation of may use a balloon for internal 

fixation. The size of one-step catheters, despite the fact that most European countries have 

adopted the SI units, is still routinely expressed in French (Fr) with the outer diameter 

indicated by the measure. For ascites and pleural effusions it usually is sufficient with thin 

catheters between 5 Fr and 7 Fr and for comparison a 6 Fr catheter has an outer diameter of 

approximately 2 mm. A one-step catheter consists of an outer non-cutting needle with a 

trochar stylet for penetration and a catheter pulled over the outer needle. Once the needle tip is 

seen inside the fluid to be drained, the stylet is withdrawn and, if fluid is coming out freely, 

the catheter is inserted by gently pushing it forward, while at the same time keeping the 

needle in a fixed position. If the fluid is not under pressure it may be necessary to use a 

syringe or a suction system to drain it (Fig. 10).  

One-step catheters are excellent for drainage but will not penetrate tissue as easily as a lumbar 

needle and may be difficult to introduce if the tissue is fibrous or for other reasons hard to 

penetrate. If this problem arises it is possible to convert the procedure to a Seldinger 

technique using a lumbar needle with the catheter being inserted over a guide wire as the final 

step. Once correctly in place the catheter should be secured and left in place for several hours 

to allow the fluid to drain by gravity. If the fluid collection is very small (less than 1,5 cm) it 

is recommended to use a 1.2 mm lumbar needle for aspiration instead of inserting a catheter 

[1].  
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Figure 10 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 10 One-step pig-tail catheter- ascites drainage. Top left.One-step device 
consisting of needle with inner trochar and outer non-cutting shaft with catheter 
pulled over. Also needed are scalpel for skin incision and syringe for aspiration. Top 
right Procedure done with “free hand” technique. Bottom left When tip of needle 
is seen inside fluid on the ultrasoundimage, the trochar is removed and aspiration 
performed with syringe on outer needle to confirm correct position. Bottom right 
While keeping needle shaft in fixed position with one hand, pig-tail catheter is 
pushed forward and into the fluid collection with the other hand 
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Drainage of pericardial effusion is somewhat more delicate for several reasons. Often the 

amount of fluid is limited despite severe symptoms and the layer of fluid may not be more 

than 1-2 cm with the myocardium immediately beneath. The puncture route may be 

extraordinary hard for the needle to penetrate due to intercostal cartilage or calcifications, and 

the risk of the needle inadvertently being advanced to far if the hard tissue unexpected gives 

way, cannot be neglected. Furthermore, the patient may not be able to fully lie down during 

the procedure due to cardiac constriction symptoms and one may be forced to do the puncture 

in a somewhat awkward position. For these reasons catheterisation of pericardial effusion 

should as a general rule be performed as a “needle guide” procedure using Seldinger 

technique. The possible puncture routes may be either subxiphoid or intercostal. We 

recommend angulating the needle path in a way that will allow the needle to be inserted 

parallel to the myocardium to prevent accidental puncturing it if the hard overlying tissue 

suddenly yields (Fig. 11). In a study of 1127 consecutive ultrasound guided 

pericardiocentheses a procedural success rate of 97% was found with a total complication rate 

of 4.7% (major 1.2%; minor 3.5%) [19]. 
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Figure 11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 Figure 11 Drainage of pericardial effusion. Top left  Layer of fluid is thin and a 
puncture route parallel to the myocardium is chosen. Top right  Patient not able to 
lie flat on back. Arrhythmia or cardiac arrest may occur during puncture why 
electrodes are necessary for continuously electro cardiographic monitoring. Bottom 
left Transducer with needle guide “open” to allow placement and/ or realese of  
needl.e. Bottom mid.  Needle placed in guide and guide adjusted to secure needle 
from dropping out but still allowing free up and down movement. Bottom right 
Needle inserted, inner stylet removed and guide-wire introduced. 
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Percutaneous abscess drainage was introduced more than 30 years ago and has since then 

become the method of choice in abscess treatment [20, 21]. An abscess can be defined as a 

localized collection of pus in a cavity formed by the disintegration of tissue. Pus is a thick 

whitish-yellow fluid which results from the accumulation of white blood cells, liquified tissue 

and cellular debris. Most abscesses are formed by invasion of tissues by bacteria, but some are 

caused by fungi or protozoa or even helminths, and some are sterile. Seventyfive % of 

abdominal abscesses are non-visceral (intra- or retroperitoneal) and 25% are visceral (hepatic, 

pancreatic, splenic, renal). The most common locations of visceral and non-viseral abscesses 

are seen on (Fig. 12). There are several factors that predispose to the development of 

abdominal and extra-abdominal abscesses. These include inflammatory disease (cholecystitis, 

appendicitis, diverticulitis, pancreatitis, Crohns disease), abdominal surgery, abdominal 

cancer, trauma (blunt or stab lesion), and immunological deficiency. 

 
 
 
Figure 12 Common location of abdominal abscesses Top Abscesses of visceral 
origin Bottom Abscesses of non-visceral origin 
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Many abscesses are primarily seen on CT or MRI, however the final diagnosis of an abscess 

is the test-puncture with a thin needle. Usually one starts with 0.8 mm but if unsuccsessfull 

due to thick fluid/pus a thicker needle with a diameter up to 1.2 mm should be used. If pus 

can be aspirated, the abscess has been successfully diagnosed and a drainage procedure 

should follow (Fig. 13).  

Figure 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 13 Top Test puncture of liver abscess with 0.8 mm needle Bottom left 7 
French loop catheter inserted. Bottom right All pus should be aspirated and 
afterwards irrigation with sterile saline continued till aspirated fluid is clear 
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Drainage of an abscess is performed following the same rules as outlined above regarding the 

ultrasound guidance and the puncture per se. As a general rule an abscess should be treated by 

inserting a catheter, emptying the pus by suction, and irrigating with sterile saline until the 

aspirate becomes clear. The procedure of aspirating and irrigating should be repeated 4-6 

times per day till the patient is cured [1]. An effective internal catheter fixation (pigtail or 

balloon or string lock), combined with a thorough external catheter fixation (plaster fixing 

devices) (Fig. 14), can secure the correct catheter position in many days and weeks, if 

necessary. Routine use of antibiotics is not recommended, but should be reserved to patients 

with severe symptoms and signs of septicaemia. 

Figure 14 Internal and external catheter fixation is important to avoid inadvertent 
dislodgement.Top One example of catheter with internal fixation is the Loop catheter 
with internal string lock Bottom External fixation plaster. 
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If the abscess is small, i.e., less than 3-4 cm, or if ultrasound scanning cannot rule out 

overlying bowel loops, the drainage should be performed with a needle by applying the same 

rules for emptying and irrigation. In case a large abscess is positioned deep to overlying 

intestines a catheter may be inserted and the aspiration and irrigation performed via this, but 

the catheter should be withdrawn after the procedure to avoid fistula formation. Follow-up 

ultrasound scanning should include repeated puncture and drainage if necessary [1]. 

Abscesses located in the lower abdomen including deep pelvic abscesses might be impossible 

to reach with a percutaneous approach. These abscesses can be treated using a transrectal or a 

transvaginal access [22]. Furthermore, a transgluteal or a transperineal access can be used in 

some cases. 

Also abscesses located outside the abdominal cavity can be successsfully drained with 

percutaneous US-guided technique. Breast abscesses is one such application (Fig.15) [23]. 

Figure 15 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Abscess drainage Left .Breast abscess with echopoor appearance like 
most abscesses regardless of organ. Right Drained with pig-tail catheter 
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Tubulation of different organs by ultrasonically guided placement of catheters is a well-

established application for interventional ultrasound. Cholecystostomy in acute cholecystitis 

and short-term nephrostomy in kidneys with marked hydronephrosis can be performed as an 

ultrasound guided placement of one-step pig-tails catheters. In most cases of gastrostomies 

[24], placement of central venous catheters [25], nephrostomies on non- or moderately dilated 

pelvices, the Seldinger technique is preferred due to the limited performance of one-step 

trochar catheters with regard to the cutting capabilities of the needle, causing deviation from 

the chosen path, and visualisation of the needle tip on ultrasound. Also, these procedures 

usually involve dilatation of the tract before a catheter can be inserted and thus a guidewire is 

needed anyway. 

Tissue ablation of localized cancer in a variety of organs by means of heat, frost, alcohol or 

radioactive seeds guided by percutaneous, laparoscopic, endoluminal or endoscopic 

ultrasound has gained widespread use during the last two decades [26].  

These techniques are often referred to as minimally invasive therapies but actually differ a lot 

in their degree of invasiveness as well as with respect to complexity of the equipment, time 

spent with, and personnel needed for, each procedure and cost related to the treatment.  

They range from a simple set up with a needle and a syringe containing a few cc of ethanol 

used for ablation of hyperparathyroid adenomas to a highly sophisticated scenario where 

liquid nitrogen under high pressure at a temperature around -200o C is circulated from big 

tanks into several dedicated needle shaped probes meticulously positioned transperineally in a 

prostate cancer.  

As it can be appreciated each method has its advantages and disadvantages and comparison of 

the results achieved with the different methods can only be done to a limited degree because 

the diseases they are used as treatment for are very different.  

Anyone with a specific interest in either of these techniques therefore, is encouraged to search 

the literature for details.  

In general, ethanol has been used for ablation of hepatocellular carcinoma and parathyroid 

adenoma, brachytherapy mainly for prostate cancer by means of Iodine-125 seeds, 

cryotherapy for liver metastases, prostate cancer and renal carcinoma and finally, thermal 

ablation by heat with the use of laser, radiofrequency (RF), microwave or high-intensity 

focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used in a range of organs on a variety of indications but, 

by far mostly in the treatment of colo-rectal liver metastases.  
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The results of these widespread treatments of course vary considerably but they all have been 

reported to have some degree of success on selected groups of patients.  

One technique, however, seems to be unsurpassed and that is RF ablation. Probably no other 

ablation technique has experienced even a close increase in popularity measured by the 

number of articles published and the number of new applications reported.  

RF equipment dedicated for ablation and with built-in bio-feedback systems are available and 

despite their high-tech refinements are impressively easy to use. The RF probe is designed 

like a needle and the procedure resembles any other US-guided intervention where the needle 

is directed to its target under the guidance of real time scanning (Fig. 16). Once in position, the 

RF needle has to stay in place for a period of time which is related to the size of the tumor. For each 

insertion in a definite position, it has been demonstrated that 10-12 minutes are needed to achieve 

the maximum amount of coagulation necrosis (as an average, 2.5-3.0 cm in axial diameter). If the 

tumor is larger than 2.5-3.0 cm, more insertions are needed, adequately spaced inside the tumor and 

therefore the total time for treatment may be much longer. If more tumors (usually up to a 

maximum of 5-6) are to be ablated, the time spent increases correspondingly, and thus the entire 

procedure may take 60-90 minutes and necessarily requires that the patient be under general 

anaesthesia.  
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Figure 16 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 16  RF ablation. Several different RF probes are available. Illustrations show 
deployable type. Top left  RF needle inserted to margin of metastasis. Top right  
Prongs deployed. Some deliver RF, some measure temperature. Bottom right  
Liver metastasis with deployed RF needle in. Prongs visible. Bottom left 
Immediately post RF the metastasis appears hyperechoic. 
 

Recently, microwave equipments apparently enabling to overcome some of the limitations of 

RF ablation have been introduced into clinical practice: with microwaves antennas larger 
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coagulation necrosis volumes can be achieved in shorter time compared to RF and the sink 

effect due to blood vessels flow (which is a significant limiting factor for RF) is markedly 

decreased. In addition, if multiple, precisely spaced antennas are simultaneously introduced 

into the target and activated, ablation volumes with 6-7 cm diameter can be obtained in only 8-

10 minutes. 

If follow-up indicates the presence of residual viable metastatic tissue a repeated RF ablation 

can be done within a short time which is often not possible with surgery. 

Percutaneous radiofrequency (RF) thermal ablation is an established therapeutic option for 

hepatocellular carcinomas and liver metastases, which may obviate the need for a major 

surgery and result in prolonged survival and chance for cure.  

Treatment strategies for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) are strictly related to the stage of the 

neoplastic disease and of the underlying chronic liver disease.  

For early HCCs, resective surgery, when feasible, is considered the treatment of choice in 

patients who are not candidates for liver transplantation. This thought is based on the 

oncological assumption that resection is the most suitable option for obtaining the complete 

tumor ablation including a layer of tissue surrounding it. Surgical treatment can generally 

eliminate capsular microinvasion, direct extracapsular invasion, satellite nodules, and 

neoplastic emboli in small portal branches close to the tumor, and this is the main advantage it 

offers with respect to non-surgical therapies (NSTs), mostly ablations and transarterial 

chemoembolization (TACE).  

The situation has dramatically changed in the last 10 years and currently NSTs are extensively 

used not only for patients unsuitable for resective surgery, but in potentially operable cases as 

well.  

The backgound of chronic liver disease, the characteristics of patients (age, associated 

diseases) and the variability of presentation patterns of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 

makes often the choice of the best non-surgical local treatment of HCC very difficult. In 

addition, the number of therapeutic options available is progressively increasing 

[percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI), radiofrequency ablation (RFA), laser, microwaves, 

superselective transarterial chemoembolization (sTACE), ecc..] and the technology of each 

modality is continuously improving. Consequently, expected efficacy, risks, reported rates of 

side effects and, last but not least, costs of each modality have to be taken into account before 

selecting the treatment to perform. 

Among NSTs, RFA is currently considered that providing the highest therapeutic efficacy. 

For this reason, and because two recent randomized trials did not report significant 
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differences in survival rate between resective surgery and RFA [27,28]. RFA is currently 

widely used as first-line treatment for single HCC nodules less than 3.0 cm in diameter. 

However, certain tumors are difficult to treat with RFA because of the proximity to anatomic 

structures that may be damaged by the treatment or to large blood vessels whose flow can 

cause convectional loss of heat in the ablation zone. These cases are treated by PEI or sTACE. 

Surgery can be used as salvage therapy in cases of unsuccessful ablation.  

In addition, RFA is associated with extremely low rates of mortality and major complications. 

In contrast, mortality rates reported for surgical resection of HCCs range from 0% to 15% 

with a mean of 5%. Bilirubin elevations and portal hypertension have been identified as 

negative prognostic factors for HCC patients who have undergone resection and they are 

associated with lower survival rate also after ablation.  

In conclusion, compared with surgical resection, RFA of small HCCs has a number of 

advantages that include no loss of non-neoplastic tissue, less invasiveness, repeatability, lower 

complication rates, and lower costs (reduced treatment time and hospital stays). In addition, 

our experience shows that RFA is just as effective as surgery in terms of local disease control 

and survival. These data indicate that RFA can be considered the treatment of choice for 

patients with single HCC nodules measuring 2.0 cm or less, even when there are no 

contraindications to resective surgery. The latter approach, along with other treatment options 

such as PEI or sTACE, can be reserved for those patients whose tumors are not amenable to 

RFA or used as salvage therapy for the few cases in which RFA was unsuccessful. For HCCs 

between 2.0 and 3.0 cm RFA still remains a valid therapy, but resection and sTACE must be 

considered in every patient, particularly at the first presentation of the disease (surgery is 

usually less indicated for new HCCs after previous resection) and when ablation is either not 

feasible or technically challenging.  

For intermediate HCCs treatment strategies are totally different, given the extremely low 

possibility to perform liver transplantation and resection. In this stage of the disease, 

prognosis is highly related to the course of the chronic liver disease and every therapeutic 

decision has to take into account local advantages and risks to further decrease liver function. 

Either single-modality treatments (PEI, RFA or sTACE) or combinations of the three 

therapeutical options (tailored on a case by case basis) can be used, with local control rates 

ranging from 75 to 90% and very low rates of treatment-related mortality and major 

complications. Unfortunately, the frequent occurrence of new lesions and the progression of 

the underlying chronic liver disease account for survival rates not exceeding 25-28% at 5 

years.  
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As far as liver metastases are concerned, several clinical studies have reported the excellent 

results of RFA, which achieved local control and long-term survival rates almost comparable 

to those reported in literature for surgical resection of metastases from colorectal, breast and 

endocrine malignancies, but with lower complication rates and costs. However, essential 

requirement to achieve good results is the size of metastases, with a clear cut-off value of 

approximately 3.0-3.5 cm (Fig.17).  

Figure 17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17  RF ablation of a 13 mm colorectal livermetastasis in segment 4 Top CT 
(left) and US (right) before ablation. Mid US guided and monitored ablation. 
Bottom CT at one months shows large complete ablation 
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Any new treatment of course has to stand the test of time but with respect to RF ablation of 

colorectal liver metastases the evidence accumulated so far in the literature beyond reasonable 

doubt confirms that a 5 years survival rate of between 30% and 40% can be achieved. This is 

comparable to the results from reports on surgical treatment and ought to imply that any 

patient diagnosed with colorectal liver metastases be referred to a multi disciplinary treatment 

centre for evaluation of the optimal treatment strategy.  

However, in published series RFA demonstrated significant advantages including a) 

feasibility of treatment in previously resected patients and non-surgical candidates due to 

extent of metastatic involvement, age and co-morbidity; b) repeatability of treatment when 

incomplete and when local recurrence or development of metachronous lesions occur; c) 

combination with systemic or regional chemotherapy; d) minimal invasiveness with limited 

complications rate and preservation of liver function; e) limited hospital stays and procedure 

costs [29-34]. The constant and progressive improvement of results achieved by percutaneous 

treatments is also due to the continuous technological improvement of imaging modalities 

which allow to guide interventional procedures, like contrast-enhanced sonography, contrast-

enhanced and diffusion-weighted MRI and real-time image-fusion systems.  

Image fusion, ultrasound and interventional procedures 

Fusion ultrasound (FUS) is a new medical application of image fusion, where dynamic 

ultrasound (US) images are presented simultaneously with corresponding image slices 

obtained from other imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT) [35]. Image 

fusion may basically be carried out between all types of image modalities provided their 

geometrical congruence do not vary considerably. Positron emission tomography (PET)-CT is 

a known medical example of image fusion based on these principles. The basic advantage of 

image fusion with ultrasound (FUS) is the possibility to combine the dynamic features of 

ultrasound with the virtues of CT and MR imaging. FUS may also facilitate guiding of 

interventional procedures (Fig. 18). By FUS-CT the ultrasound transducer generates a virtual 

CT image identical to the US image (or at least intended to be so) from the 3D coordinates 

using a local electromagnetic field and position sensors fitted to the ultrasound 

transducer. Prior to the FUS-CT the patient CT images are loaded into the US scanner via the 

hospitals intranet. Selecting a focal plane with unique anatomical structures in the volume of 

CT images enables the examiner to identify a corresponding ultrasound image by scanning the 
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patient. When the image planes are identical the CT and ultrasound imaging planes are locked 

to each other by the examiner. Thus, FUS-CT presents a dynamic ultrasound image alongside 

a corresponding CT image, or as a composition in which the CT image is superimposed on 

the active ultrasound image.  

Biopsies and minimally invasive tumor therapies (MIT), may be performed as FUS-CT or 

FUS-MR-guided interventions (Fig. 18).  

 
Figure 18 

 

 
 
 
Figure 18  FUS-CT-Guided microwave ablation of a small 10 mm colorectal liver 
metastasis under the dome of the liver. Both images appear simultaneous on the US 
monitor 
On the left image the microwave needle is seen in the tumor on live US. Right image 
shows the virtual CT scan that corresponds to the US however oth images appear 
live on the monitor when the transducer is moved around. 
 
 
 

In cases where a tumor is indistinct or invisible by ultrasound FUS may provide an alternative 

to obtain further evaluation or guide interventional procedures. FUS may include the 
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combination of contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) with CT or MR imaging. Furthermore, 

the position sensors mounted on the transducer provides the advantage of tagging any position 

(GPS-navigation) in the ultrasound image (Fig. 19). With GPS-navigation, any spatial 

position may be marked. The marked coordinates remain recognizable by scanning from other 

angles, by another image modality, or at a later date.  

 

Figure 19 

 
Figure 19  FUS-CT combined with simultaneous CEUS. A  small 11 mm liver 
metastasis is tagged with a position marker on the virtual CT image to the right and 
simultaneous appears on the live CEUS image to the left.  
The tagging can also be performed on the CEUS image and as many lesions as one 
may wish can be tagged and afterwards followed when the transducer is moved  
 
 

A phantom study with FUS-MR-guided biopsies showed an accuracy comparable to in-vivo 

biopsies in the abdomen [36]. However, the in-vivo conditions are not comparable to the in-

vitro condition with regard to establishing consistency between the image planes of two 

different modalities. Our in vivo experience with FUS, from patients with liver metastases, is 

that in most patients a versatile alignment between the merged image planes can successfully 

be obtained, by use of several reference points proximal to the area of interest.  
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Precise alignment of the ultrasound scan plane and the corresponding plane in a CT or MR 

volume is crucial for the outcome and the general versatility of FUS. For practical reasons the 

examiner may choose to sacrifice the general alignment if a suitable local alignment can be 

obtained for the purpose. Percutaneously as well as intraoperative (open) ablation of liver 

metastasis may be FUS-CT-guided. Verification of ablation or surgical treatment may be 

obtained peri-operatively using FUS-CT with contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS). In the 

follow-up FUS may compare the current findings with an earlier ultrasound volume of the 

same area. 

Multi-treated patients with complex metastases, is an imaging challenge. Suspicion of 

recurrence prevails in a substantial number of the cases where equivocal PET-CT findings 

generate a significant risk of false positive interpretation error. Ultrasound guided biopsy may 

introduce a risk of false negative findings. FUS-CT-guided biopsy from such findings may 

reduce both types of errors. Widespread use of FUS will take place in the near future as the 

technology becomes available in both the radiological and clinical specialties. In particular 

musculoskeletal applications seem obvious. 

The full potential of this technology is yet to be investigated. However it is beyond doubt that 

FUS will redefine the role of ultrasound and its use in guidance of interventional procedures. 

Interventional ultrasound has many applications not mentioned in this basic text and, without 

doubt, in the future will continue to inspire new users to developing new procedures to the 

benefit of the patients and the medical community [37-39]. 
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